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Healthy Greater Bendigo welcome the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Reducing Harm from 

Gambling Policy.  

The review of this policy presents a good opportunity to emphasise achieving better public health outcomes 

for our community by drawing links between how the City of Greater Bendigo has influence in terms of 

leading, advocating, regulating and informing. It aligns with Greater Bendigo’s Health and Wellbeing Plan 
(2017-2021) by reducing harm from gambling. This alignment is likely to continue with the updated Health 

and Wellbeing Plan (2021-2025). 

Healthy Greater Bendigo support the principles applied to the draft policy, particularly when noting the 

economic impacts of gambling in our community, outlined in the SGS Report. This report provided relevant 

local evidence that adds to the City of Greater Bendigo’s case to further prevent harm from gambling. This 

included (but not limited to): 

1. There is a likely negative impact for the perceived community benefit of increased employment (less 

people are employed); 

2. Low socio-economic status communities are more vulnerable to the harm associated with electronic 

gaming machines (EGMs); and 

3. Only 57 cents per dollar are returned to the community in a variety of ways. This means there is an 

overall net community benefit of -$24.7M per annum. 

The impacts of gambling on our community were also measured in the 2019 Active Living Census. This found 

that 4.2% of adults who gamble report experiencing harm from gambling, which includes stress and anxiety.  

The proportion of people who experience harm from gambling is the highest in Heathcote (and district), East 

Bendigo, White Hills – Jackass Flat, North Bendigo – California Gully, and Golden Square.  

We also acknowledge that there is significant community support in Victoria for a range of harm reduction 

and prevention measures associated with gambling. This research should be kept in mind when the 

submissions and feedback to this draft policy are considered.  

Over the next four years Council will Lead 

The policy areas relating to leading outlined in Section 6.1 of the draft are proactive steps to achieve the 

relevant principles. It will be difficult to avoid actively promoting City activities (such as major events) at 

venues that don’t operate EGMs. The Bendigo Stadium is an example of a key major events space in conflict 

with this policy. However, the final policy could include some direction about investigating agreements to 

temporarily suspend EGM activities while major events that the City support are taking place within the 

venue. The general intent of this idea is that when there is a major event taking place with attendance of 

https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.bndgo-letstalk.files/1816/2424/6741/Reducing_Harm_from_Gambling_-_Economic_Impact_8_July_2019.pdf
https://www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/Services/Community-and-Care/Active-Living-Census
https://harmreductionjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12954-017-0173-y


 

more than a thousand people, that this group of people are not presented with additional opportunities to 

gamble. 

Healthy Greater Bendigo support minimising financial support, sponsorships or provision of grants to 

community groups or organisations that are sponsored by gambling agencies, venues that operate EGMs, or 

for activities that take place in gambling venues (Section 6.1.6 in the draft policy). This should play an 

important role in addressing the high amount of gambling sponsors in community sports - 1 in 5 groups 

accept sponsorship from gambling sponsors. However, this point could be clearer. For example, what does 

minimising this support look like? Two options for clarity include: 

• Introducing a financial cap for support for groups and organisations that fit within this description; or 

• Clearly report where support has been provided to these groups and organisations within Council’s 
annual report and include this as a policy requirement in Section 6.4 (Inform).  

Over the next four years Council will Regulate 

The policy areas relating to regulating outlining in Section 6.3 will be difficult to enforce without a review of 

the City’s Gaming Policy. The final Reducing Harm from Gambling Policy should recommend or start the 

process of a revision of Clause 22.28 in the Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme. The current Gaming Policy 

presents a loose framework for preventing harm and discouraging new and expanded EGM venues. For 

example, the appropriate sites listed in Clause 22.28-3 provides a relatively easy case for permit applicants to 

justify their case, as applications should only meet one of the following criteria:  

• The site is towards the periphery of an activity centre, outside of the main shopping, transport, 

community and civic functions of the centre, or within walking distance of the edge of an activity 

centre;  

• The location could reasonably be perceived as a destination in its own right separate from high 

concentrations of people undertaking daily activities; or  

• At a sports or recreation club with a land holding of more than 2 hectares.  

The gaming policy currently discourages new gaming machines in disadvantaged areas; however, there is a 

lack of definition and clarity about where these areas are. A review of this gaming policy could include a map 

clearly showing where the discouraged low SEIFA/disadvantaged areas are. This could align with fine grain 

SA1 area census data that will be released next year from the 2021 Census.  

Roles and Responsibilities 

Section 7.2 in the draft policy outlines responsibilities for City of Greater Bendigo employees, including the 

Statutory Planning Unit. It is important to note that they are responsible for assessing permit applications 

that increase the number of EGMs in a new or existing venue. The City’s Reducing Harm from Gambling 
Policy will hold limited statutory weight until it is implemented into the planning scheme through an 

amendment to Clause 22.28. However, these key responsibilities should be checked with a representative of 

the Statutory Planning Unit.  

In more technical detail, Healthy Greater Bendigo note that: 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/public-health-nutrition/article/abs/statewide-audit-of-unhealthy-sponsorship-within-junior-sporting-clubs-in-victoria-australia/88DF0655D119B86B42213C363E048A24
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/public-health-nutrition/article/abs/statewide-audit-of-unhealthy-sponsorship-within-junior-sporting-clubs-in-victoria-australia/88DF0655D119B86B42213C363E048A24
https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/greaterbendigo/ordinance/22_lpp28_gben.pdf?_ga=2.100686273.1155899251.1625605664-1408476593.1554356270


 

• Section 6.3.5 should read: Seek to limit operating hours of EGM venues through mandatory permit 

conditions outlined in the Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme; 

• The review cycle and review date should be checked in line with the City’s Organisation Policy 
Framework. 

We welcome further discussion that may arise from this submission. Feel free to contact myself or Brendan 

Aikman, Population Health Officer Planning and Policy.  

Yours sincerely,  

 

Amy Brown 

Executive Officer 

Healthy Greater Bendigo  
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